News and Homework for week beginning 12th March
,

This week... The Runaway something, and Science Week
In Maths... We have had a week of number this week; back to basics. Working on our bonds, doubles, quick recall,
partitioning, adding and subtraction. We are using our language skills to work on how to explain answers, which is a
tricky concept.
In English... Yeah! We have completed our runaway stories, piece by piece, and on Thursday we wrote a 'hot write'
which involved writing a story in 45 minutes! Which the KS1 children achieved. The children came up with some
super ideas and have showed off the skills they have been taught.
In other news... This week we have had two fantastic science lessons. On Monday we looked at 'dissolving' and
predicted what things would dissolve and which wouldn't. We all thought that tea would disappear, but it didn't. On
Wednesday we had a bit of an 'awe and wonder' session. First we made dry whiteboard marker drawings dance on a
plate! Then we made telephones from cups and strings, later we attempted balloon cars before finally building and
erupting our own volcano, a mixture of chemistry and physics!
Star of the week... Christian for super effort writing his story the 'runaway pancake' using the skills taught.

Maths Additional: See below
Homework is to be handed in on Wednesday 21st March.
Phonics: EYFS: recap and practicing cvc/cvcc words

Y1 a-e Y2 wr sounds and possessive apostrophes

Spellings: KS1 Week 4 (Spring Term 2)

Homework

Maths

Bronze
EYFS

Counting to 20 understanding
teens

Silver

Recognising and
adding coins to £1

Gold

Recognising and
adding coins to £5

CGP Maths - pages 12 and 13
CGP Maths Year 1 - Blue page 41 and 43
CGP Maths Mental workout Exercise 5
CGP Maths Year 2 - Green page 29 and 31
CGP Maths Mental workout Exercise 5

Pupil Feedback

Parent Feedback
How much support did your child need? None
Comment:

Teacher Feedback
A little

Lots

